### Daniel Alfred

#### Year 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Reasoning</th>
<th>Quantitative Reasoning</th>
<th>Abstract Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Verbal Reasoning Summary:**
- interpreting different types of text, including, poems, dialogue, fiction, non-fiction, descriptive
- comprehension and analysis of tables, visuals and cartoons
- relating images and texts to propositions in questions

**Quantitative Reasoning Summary:**
- analysis and understanding of data and information through various stimulus, graphs, tables, patterns, flow charts
- reasoning and interpreting through 3D objects, 2D shapes, algorithms
- worded and visual logic problems

**Abstract Reasoning Summary:**
- analysis of information presented in a completely non-verbal environment
- complete the patterns
- next in sequence
- middle of sequence
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